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A love story about a werewolf, a witch and an odd little New England town… Amy Linden has a boring job
and lives a boring life…or so it seems. But secretly, Amy is a witch who was raised by a family of witchy
women who taught her how to cast spells, chat with ghosts and how to brew a truly enchanting cup of coffee.
Nursing a broken heart after her girlfriend just left her, Amy’s feeling a little stifled by her small-town life.
When her aunt sends her a letter asking Amy to come run her café in Wolf Town, Maine, while she
vacations, Amy is prepared for some strong coffee, a little witchcraft and a lot of breakfast specials. And a
fresh start. But nothing could have prepared her for Wolf Town itself. Populated by werewolves, fairy hordes
and lake monsters, the strange, secluded town isn't exactly what Amy was expecting. Then she meets
Morgan—the daughter of the werewolf patriarch of Wolf Town, not to mention the most gorgeous lady Amy
has ever seen. When their eyes meet, Amy is utterly spellbound, and she knows that Morgan is the woman
meant for her. But even destined love can sometimes be impossible, and Wolf Town has its dark past. Are
Morgan and Amy meant to be together, or will Wolf Town’s secrets destroy them…and the town itself?
WOLF TOWN is a light-hearted, fantastical romance that will take you on a journey you’ll never forget.
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From reader reviews:

Winnie Logan:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be update about what going on or data even knowledge to
make these people keep up with the era which is always change and advance. Some of you maybe will
update themselves by studying books. It is a good choice in your case but the problems coming to you is you
don't know what one you should start with. This Wolf Town is our recommendation so you keep up with the
world. Why, as this book serves what you want and wish in this era.

Suzanne Brooke:

The ability that you get from Wolf Town will be the more deep you digging the information that hide inside
the words the more you get interested in reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to recognise but
Wolf Town giving you excitement feeling of reading. The article author conveys their point in selected way
that can be understood through anyone who read the item because the author of this reserve is well-known
enough. This specific book also makes your own vocabulary increase well. It is therefore easy to understand
then can go together with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We suggest you for having that
Wolf Town instantly.

Keith Kuhlman:

The reason why? Because this Wolf Town is an unordinary book that the inside of the publication waiting
for you to snap that but latter it will shock you with the secret the item inside. Reading this book close to it
was fantastic author who also write the book in such awesome way makes the content on the inside easier to
understand, entertaining approach but still convey the meaning entirely. So , it is good for you for not
hesitating having this anymore or you going to regret it. This phenomenal book will give you a lot of positive
aspects than the other book possess such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking way. So ,
still want to delay having that book? If I ended up you I will go to the reserve store hurriedly.

Gary Lund:

You can spend your free time you just read this book this reserve. This Wolf Town is simple bringing you
can read it in the park your car, in the beach, train and soon. If you did not get much space to bring the
particular printed book, you can buy the e-book. It is make you much easier to read it. You can save the
actual book in your smart phone. So there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.
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